Seven Reasons to Use
PlanView for Timesheets

Background
Business professionals often face the tough job of choosing the right timesheet system
for their enterprise. The wrong system can lead to lost productivity, less informed decision
making, extensive project delays or worse. Often the choice comes down to an ERP system, an
HR system (such as SAP, Oracle or PeopleSoft) or PlanView®.
This paper will discuss seven reasons why PlanView is the right choice to help you manage
time sheets far more efficiently and effectively.
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PlanView offers a comprehensive IT portfolio management solution that optimally
balances the supply of IT resources with business demands. It maximizes business value by
applying best practices and portfolio management disciplines to strategies, projects and
the delivery of business services.
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1. Ensure that no work is forgotten, while saving time
for team members
How do your project team members select the actual work they perform each week? In
most IT organizations today, professionals are working on many projects and supporting a
number of services at the same time. Often they do not have a formal way to review all their
assignments and find which ones are the most pressing or important. They simply review all
incoming and filed emails, look through the folders they have on their desk, or start working
on whatever project a proactive project manager chooses for them. This is far from the ideal
way to select and prioritize work in a multi-project environment.
PlanView portfolio management software eliminates this problem. When team members
open their timesheets, the software automatically scans all projects and non-project work to
show:
• What tasks are scheduled to start that week.
• What tasks they worked on last week but did not report as finished.
This will eliminate the possibility of a key task being forgotten or accidentally delayed.

Figure 1: PlanView software prioritizes work for all team members at the start of each week.
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2. Save your project managers from chasing status
Most project managers find out the current status of their projects by holding meetings,
sending emails, making phone calls, and relying on other methods that are unstructured,
informal and often inefficient. In addition, chasing status information takes time that would
be better spent actually managing projects.
With PlanView’s product, staff members can give project managers instant status on all
projects, along with the weekly time spent against tasks.

Figure 2: Users enter time against all work and estimate the time to complete
the project deliverable

In the screen above, the timesheet user has the ability to enter a ‘Contributor Estimate’
(estimate to complete) for each task. You can selectively impose business rules requiring the
entry of ‘Estimate to Complete’ whenever the timesheet user exceeds the estimated hours for
a task.
Time reported is integrated back to the project schedule, ensuring accurate task status. The
PlanView solution will automatically report an Actual Start when the first team member
reports time to a task. Percentage complete for each task is automatically calculated based
on all the time entered by the team members on each task. When all team members have
checked the task as complete, an actual finish date is reported, using the last date any time
was reported to the task.
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3. Take advantage of historical views of where resources
spent their time
PlanView functionality provides the ability to manage resource utilization for planned work.
By collecting timesheets, you now have the ability to research how resources actually spend
their time.

Figure 3: Aggregation of resource utilization

4. Support Sarbanes-Oxley risk management requirements
Sarbanes-Oxley requires timely risk management. Today, many IT organizations rely on status
meetings to raise risks. With PlanView software, the team members closest to the work can
identify issues directly on their time sheet and initiate a real-time notification.

Figure 4: The PlanView solution enables risk management
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With PlanView, all risk, change, issue, effort and cost information is stored in detailed logs to
support Sarbanes Oxley’s audit and transparency requirements.
PlanView software allows users to automatically escalate issues, maintaining a comprehensive
risk log. In addition, you can easily see the risk status in portfolio, program and project
dashboards.

Figure 5: Status indicators for key project metrics

5.Improve governance by enhancing collaboration across your workforce
With the PlanView solution, you can automate governance processes by including team
members from all locations in lifecycle workflows to improve integrated decision making.
Your team members will automatically be notified to contribute estimates, alignment
assessments and architectural fit so that stakeholders can make decisions based on the most
comprehensive, recent information available.
Most IT organizations and most project teams are distributed across geographical distances.
With PlanView software, your team members are just one or two clicks away from many
different web-based collaboration areas to facilitate communication.

Figure 6: Discussion groups and message boards facilitate team communication
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6. Accurately capture costs to support GAAP capitalization rules
Today, many IT organizations are at risk of failing audits in the area of software capitalization.
It is no longer acceptable to come up with figures based on pro-rating team member’s time
based on assumptions. Your software capitalization figures need to be backed up by details
such as who reported time, on what date, and to what type of work in each project. Training
costs, for example, are not capitalizable, so if there is a training phase in your capitalizable
project, this should not be capitalized.
PlanView portfolio management software eliminates this problem. As your team reports
time against work items, the task, phase or other item will automatically be designated as
‘capitalizable’ or not. With PlanView, each new project will inherit this attribute from your
model work breakdown structures.
Bottom line — With PlanView timesheets, you will be able to fully support any software
capitalization audit by maintaining the detailed charges by person and date against specific
capitalizable work. This will be transparent to the end user entering time since the attribute is
automatically set as part of the project modeling workflow.

7. Easily integrate with accounting systems
PlanView provides a module for controlled, auditable transfer of timesheet information to
your accounting system. PlanView’s “Financial Repository” allows you to correct timesheets
submitted in previous accounting periods and automatically send appropriate debits and
credits to your accounting system. Your project time-phased actuals will be accurate while
meeting the requirements of your accounting process.

Summary
Why collect time at a summary level when you can collect it at a level that will allow you
to take control of your work and resources? By capturing time in PlanView portfolio
management software , you will be able to measure and manage work better.

Since 1989, PlanView has been a market leader and trusted partner in software for comprehensive IT management. Our flagship
product line brings the most comprehensive IT management solution to the market, combining adaptive IT management best
practices, best of breed resource management and portfolio management software. PlanView enables business leaders to integrate
the decision-making process to improve alignment of IT resources with business strategies. We serve an active and growing global
customer community of over 400 organizations in financial, insurance, healthcare, government and other industries. PlanView is
privately held and has been profitable for over a decade. For more information visit www.planview.com.
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availability of these products and services without notice
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